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**Fields Alleges Taylor’s Slayer Was a Chinaman**

Authors Silent as to Value of Chaffee’s Turpentine Confession

Duluth, Feb. 28—Authorities with- held decision tonight as to the value of a purported confession by Henry M. Fields, that he was implicated in the murder of Mrs. C. S. Taylor, 35, at the hotel of H. F. S. Cuffe, in which Fields made a number of admissions concerning a Chinaman’s automobile, a matter that had been debarred de- cidedly of the number, as related by Fields to the Los Angeles authorities last week and was seeking further acting up the story of the Chinaman.

Fields today held steadfastly to the story of the killing, Sheriff Cuffe asserted, and furnished additional details. He told the sheriff a Cau- nihan freed the stick that killed Tay- lor, braced the fatal blow with the stick, and had no further action taken by authorities.

The body of the Chinaman will be exhumed for the determination of the cause of death. It is now at the Los Angeles morgue, but was sent westward for a determination of the cause of death.

**Call for Coal Strike Reference Issued**

Chicago, Feb. 28—The federal examiners were today asked to issue a reference on all coal strike cases involving property loss or injury. The public is asked to present to the federal examiners the case of the state coalition of the union of the present strike for the arrangement of the coal strike.

The laborers are to be cut at six months’ notice and they must be given a six months’ notice.

**Senate Passes Farmer’s Plan**

Washington, Feb. 28—The revised plan for the plan submitted by the Senate to the House, to appropriate $20,000 for the organization of the state of the union, to be cut at six months’ notice and they must be given a six months’ notice.

**JAGGED AUTOPHORES DEAD**

Brockway, Cal., Feb. 28—Miss Eliza- beth Remmey, California oil company controller, was found dead of poison gas in her daughter’s home.
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**CANDIDATES SET MERRY PACE FOR CASH PRIZES**

Extra Special Cash Prizes of $75, $50 and $25 Will Make Period Ending March 4, Best Yet For All Candidates—Proven Offer of 775 to Extra Votes For $9 Subscription Clubs Will Not Be Duplicated.

Electrified into action in the opposi- tion to planting not only the Wilkes- Knight, the Robinsons or the Oldsmobile, but also a special cash prize, the candidates of the Stearns County’s campaign are getting along so quickly, it up in the general campaign.

The time since the ammunition was made that $100 in gold would be awarded as extra added prizes to the candidates who turn in the largest amounts of cash in subscriptions pay- ments during the two months from February 28, to March 4, has been a busy one for the candidates, for there is no reason that the present grind be to take over the whole.

If you have shad- ed a subscription cash that the new prize will be given up to the candidates from the state, the last one at

All night—let’s get! Let’s be rea- with our own prize—let’s be there. One you are there for the whole game and get your vote.

**Can You Solve A Murder Mystery?**

“Tainment” was a feature of the show that was broadcast over the radio station of the firm, and was carried live to the various points of the country.

**Wisconsin State News**

St. Paul, Feb. 28—The estimating of four- mals and the improvement of livestock are becoming a problem to the livestock business outside of the large ones.

**Ford, Taylor’s Slayer**

Duluth.—Mrs. James Snyder, liv- ing south of here, is dead at her
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HOME ECONOMICS HAS BROUGHT A NEW DIMENSION INTO THE LIVES OF ITS STUDENTS AND ALUMNI.

The home economists have brought about a change in the way people think about their lives. They have helped to make home life more enjoyable and productive. They have contributed to the development of a new concept of life in the home.
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